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ADVERTISE
Advertising in Australasian Leisure Management

enables you to reach over 10,000 leisure industry

professionals and decision makers in Australia and

New Zealand.

To find out more about our competitive advertising

rates, contact Nigel Benton on 02 9970 8322,

Email: nigel@ausleisure.com.au

Walking on Air

Power-Plate has introduced a new version of its pro5

acceleration training machine called the pro5 AIR.

Available from HF Industries and designed specifically for

commercial use, the patented AIRdaptive technology used in

the pro5 AIR model allows the machine to adapt to the

individual user’s body weight, thus ensuring optimum

performance for every user.Acknowledged as world leader in Acceleration Training

through Advanced Vibration Technology (it was noted as a

star-performer at the recent American Academy of Antiageing

Medicine in Las Vegas), the Power-Plate is ideal for the

deconditioned market and sports specific training where

users may have a high mass. The original pro5 model

features a large plate surface for greater exposure to

vibrations, as well as multiple and incremental settings

allowing a wider variety of exercises to be undertaken.

Gyms and personal trainers can capitalise on the

popularity of Power-Plate training by offering single

or group training sessions and classes.

Power-Plate has also launched a new home-use

model, the my5 which, among many avid admirers

and believers in the technology, includes celebrities

such as Kylie Minogue, Elle MacPherson, Claudia

Schiffer and Natalie Imbruglia as its devotees.

“Power-Plate is taking acceleration training to another

level by bringing the gym into people’s home” says Chris

Skinner, Managing Director of HF Industries, adding that

“for the first time we see a technology that combines

fitness and anti-ageing benefits, backed by considerable

amount of independent scientific research. The new my5

provides a realistic health and fitness solution allowing

users to achieve their health and fitness goals without

taking too much time out of their lifes.”

Other innovative design features include a remote

control, enabling users to operate themachine from even themost difficult positionsand a secondary timerdisplay lower down onthe shaft al lowingusers to countdown thetime when doing apart icular ly 
toughexercise.

For more information on Power-Plate call HF Industries on

1800 633 009, www.powerplate.com.au

Club Management Made Easy

If you are in the fitness industry you need to take note of the

new, market leading software package Clubware.

Clubware has been designed specifically for the Australian

market by DebitSuccess to fill the huge need that exists for a

club management program that is specifically designed for

Australian needs.

Clubware is the complete club management solution. As

well as handling all your member records, Clubware handles

bookings, inventory control and management, point of sale

and sales prospecting. Clubware also manages and supports

your peripherals including till/cash drawer, bar code scanner,

gate, web camera and printers. You can also enjoy the

advantages of daily data synchronisation between the

DebitSuccess database and your Clubware database.

Clubware is only available for monthly lease from

DebitSuccess. The monthly lease price includes all upgrades

and helpdesk assistance. DebitSuccess say to you that if ever

Clubware does not meet your requirements or if a better product

comes along you can change by simply giving us 30 days notice.

For details contact Clubware on 1800 114 77 in Australia or

09 481 0401 in New Zealand, www.clubware.com.au/

www.clubware.co.nz

New Light Commercial Arc Trainerfrom Cybex
Cybex has launched its 425A Light Commercial Arc

Trainer, a new cost effective cross-trainer said to be ideal

for operators requiring quality and durability of a top end

cross-trainer but at a cost effective price.

Winner of the Nova7 ‘Best
Product of the Year’ Award
two years in a row, the Cybex
Arc Trainer is already proven
to be a versatile cross-trainer
with a design ideally suited
to hotels, corporate fitness,
personal training studios,
physiotherapists, 

and
residential housing.

By varying resistance and
incline, the Arc Trainer is a
true cross-trainer providing
an unmatched number of
workout combinations. Combining elements of a climber,

hiker, and skier allows users to focus on their own specific

needs, targeting the same areas in different ways to build

muscle, burn calories or both.
The Arc Trainer allows users to burn more calories and

train muscles with more intensity, while feeling less

exertion. The unique pattern of motion ensures that the

direction of force is forward of the hip and behind the

knee for equal leverage and balance contribution in

producing the motion. This balance of force leads to

optimal loading between hip and knee, minimizing joint

stress, and maximizing the work done by the muscles.

For more information please call Bliss Fitness Systems

on 1300 550 514.

Sports Research Firms Merge

Sports Marketing Surveys has further expanded its existing

global research network with the merger of their Australian

office with that of S-Comm Australia.

Stephen Proctor, Managing Director of Sports Marketing

Surveys, explained that “the combination of two major sport

and sponsorship research agencies will create many more

exciting opportunities to provide our clients with world class

analysis.”

Lynne Anderson, Managing Director of S-COMM

Australia added that “the merging in Australia of the two

companies will increase our international coverage and

position us as leaders in not just media analysis but also in

sponsorship, research and strategy.”

The combined operations have relocated to new

premises to accommodate the expanded business. They

will continue to trade under their existing brand names.

For details contact Sports Marketing Surveys on

02 4268 4660,

Email: australia@sportsmarketingsurveys.com
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